Exciting and ESSENTIAL NEW Scientific Breakthrough!

Maximal Repair WRINKLE FILLER
has been further Renewed and Reformulated to contain a

UNIQUE (and Rare), State of the Science, Biotechnological

INTERCELLULAR Ingredient that Stimulates and OPTIMIZES
Cell to Cell Communication for PROVEN RESTORATION,
Anti-aging and PREVENTION RESULTS!
CELLULAR COMMUNICATION is today’s Foremost Scientific-Gold standard Physiological Factor Behind Youthful, Rejuvenated Healthy Skin, which is WHY I reformulated WRINKLE FILLER. It is IMPERATIVE for Everyone to use this Unprecedented Skin Therapy Product DAILY to Combat and Delay
the Aging Process. Promoting Intercellular Rejuvenation is the ONLY Science-based Proven Solution
for Cellular Efficacy to Energize and Regenerate MORE Youthfully functioning Skin Cells.
WRINKLE FILLER'S NEW FORMULATION
Combining my unparalleled Hyaluronic Acid, (which is considered the strongest topical hyaluronic
acid that exists on the market), AND my exclusive epidermal Growth Factors, WITH a new
Intercellular Microorganism Ingredient, has been Physiologically PROVEN (see Clinical Studies below)
to promote in previously unprecedented science, Collagen Density, Epidermal AND dermal Thickness
and Skin Surface Homogeneity on the Face, Neck, Chest and Hands but will also do so on the body
skin. Mix with ALL of my Skin Therapy products except CLEANSER & PEEL for ULTIMATE RESULTS.
IT'S ALL ABOUT THE SCIENCE!
Formulating the correct percentages and ratios of active, strong, pure, pharmaceutical grade, synergistic ingredients with this unique Intercellular Microorganism is what stepwise achieves most visible
and OPTIMAL possible internal and external change, prevention, reversal and the desired goals most
expeditiously, targeting what the skin is lacking, needs and can physiologically accept and recognize.
THESE STATE OF THE SCIENCE INGREDIENTS ARE WHAT IS NEEDED FOR MAXIMAL THERAPEUTIC RESULTS! IF

you are NOT using WRINKLE FILLER DAILY in your skin care regimen you NEED TO!



L-Hyaluronate holds up to 1000 times its weight in water, significantly more than even collagen for restoring youthful
skin volume, suppleness and moisture, minimizing age-related wrinkling, lines and crinkling, preventing evaporative
loss and with NO OIL, so it is an excellent solution as well for oily, blemished skin and for men as aftershave.



Fortified with Phytic Acid antioxidants for layered therapy to help decrease skin aging, abnormal pigment, irritation
and redness.



Organic Aloe and botanical extracts help to soothe, calm and support immune function, toxin removal and nutrient
distribution for skin optimal health/youthfulness. This makes it SUPERLATIVE after laser treatments, any skin irritations, rashes, and to help relieve symptoms of rosacea.

WHY UPGRADE MAXIMAL REPAIR WRINKLE FILLER?
I am continually researching rare physiologically and scientifically correct and PROVEN ingredients from around the
world’s scientists to upgrade my therapeutic skin products, so they ALWAYS perform at MAXIMAL Physician strength,
providing you with OPTIMAL RESULTS and SOLUTIONS at ALL times. CELLULAR COMMUNICATION is the exciting Science
behind treating/attempting to prevent all conditions of the entire body including Anti-Aging and the key factor for Mitochondrial/Cellular Efficacy.

What IS INTERCELLULAR COMMUNICATION?
It is the exchange of signals within the cell's ions, and metabolites, ESSENTIAL for maintaining the skin's internal stabil-

ity against internal and external toxins, inflammation and stressors. This cell to cell communication delays the aging

process and rejuvenates the skin cells, promotes epidermal thickness and skin surface smoothness.

While working on several formulations, I discovered that WRINKLE FILLER was the BEST and SCIENTIFICALLY-CORRECT

vehicle for this new Intercellular Microorganism ingredient, because this ingredient best synergistically integrates with

WRINKLE FILLER'S current ingredients to physiologically stimulate the flow and exchange of the extracellular nutrients

throughout the skin.

By using WRINKLE FILLER DAILY, your Skin will appear:
∗

MORE YOUTHFUL

∗

LIFTED, ELASTIC, TIGHTER

∗

PLUMPED/THICKER (VOLUMIZED), MORE MOISTURIZED

∗

HEALTHILY PINK/DEWIER AS IN YOUNGER SKIN

∗

LESS LINED!

CLINICAL STUDIES
Enhancing this Cell-to Cell Communication has demonstrated EXCEPTIONAL CLINICALLY-PROVEN RESULTS in:
15% Increase
in Thicker
Epidermis

2.4 %

Increase in
Collagen

Production

7.9% Increase
in Smoother
Skin

